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Vectra Cognito + Keysight Visibility 

(Artificial) Intelligence for a  
Faster Response 
Better Together 
With cyber-attacks coming fast and furious, security analysts must leverage every 
possible advantage, including new machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence 
(AI) techniques. The Cognito® platform from Vectra® uses AI for automated threat 
detection and faster response, with Keysight visibility solutions ensuring real-time 
access to data from anywhere in your hybrid network. 

Use the combined solution to detect hidden cyber-attacks in real time wherever 
they occur and perform continuous monitoring to stay ahead of new threats. 

Cognito From Vectra: AI-Powered Threat Detection and Hunting 
The Cognito platform from Vectra detects cyber-attackers in real time and 
condenses days or weeks of work into minutes. Powered by AI, Cognito helps 
your team to instantly detect and quickly mitigate hidden attacks inside enterprise 
networks, data centers and cloud environments before they do damage. 

The Cognito platform picks up where your perimeter security solutions leave off by 
monitoring all enterprise traffic, from cloud and data center workloads to user and 
internet-of-things (IoT) devices. Real-time AI-powered analysis shows where 
attackers are hiding and what they are doing, with drill-down details enabling an 
ultra-fast response. For an ongoing advantage, Cognito automates cyberattack 
detection and triage while prioritizing the highest-risk threats. 

Keysight Delivers The Right Data Across Your Hybrid Network 
Keysight’s intelligent visibility solutions complement the Cognito platform with fast, 
easy access to all required traffic anywhere in your hybrid environment—networks 
and data centers, or public clouds. Network and virtual taps capture traffic and 
send it to Keysight’s Vision network packet brokers (NPBs) for advanced packet 
processing such as de-duplication, data masking or application filtering. Then it 
delivers the data to the Cognito platform for analysis. 
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Vision NPBs simultaneously aggregate traffic from multiple taps (or SPAN ports used to access data), 
then filter out duplicate or unnecessary packets, headers, and other data not required for analysis. 
This assures Cognito of fast, efficient access and delivery of traffic anywhere in your hybrid network. 
Advanced filtering and processing optimizes use of bandwidth and analytics resources. 

Keysight’s intuitive user interface (UI) and automation capabilities integrate seamlessly with the 
Cognito platform to enable: 

• Easy access to all required data from your network and public or private clouds 

• Load-balancing of traffic to the Cognito platform 

• High availability security architectures 

• Active SSL decryption to speed analysis 

• Complete visibility into east-west traffic in virtual environments 

Joint Solution Benefits 
• Complete visibility into hidden and unknown cyber threats inside the network 

• Simplified deployment in any network environment 

• Scales easily with additional 1G, 10G, 40G, or 100G ports added as needed 

• Streamlines operations with filters that adjust to meet changing bandwidth requirements 

• Maximizes efficiency by removal of unneeded traffic before forwarding to the Cognito platform 
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Learn more at: www.keysight.com 
For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications or services,  
please contact your local Keysight office. The complete list is available at:  
www.keysight.com/find/contactus 

 

About Vectra Networks 
Vectra® is transforming modern cybersecurity by applying AI to proactively detect in-progress 
cyberattacks and aggressively hunt for hidden threats before they can steal or cause damage. Powered 
by AI, Vectra and its flagship Cognito® platform enable the world’s most consequential enterprise 
organizations to automatically detect cyberattacks in real time and empower threat hunters to perform 
highly conclusive incident investigations. Vectra reduces business risk by eliminating the gaps between 
compromise, detection and mitigation. 

www.vectra.ai  

About Keysight 
Keysight provides testing, visibility, and security solutions, strengthening physical and virtual network 
elements for enterprises, governments, service providers, and network equipment manufacturers. 

http://www.vectra.ai/

